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Abstract: The high demand for transport service and lack of good quality of public transport 
has given opportunity to many cab aggregators to gain customers. People go for cab because it 
offers desirable comfort, flexibility and privacy. It also helps to avoid problem like parking 
issues. So it's important to assess the aspects that customer are looking for the most while 
hailing an online cab service. To study the relationship of service quality attributes with overall 
satisfaction of the cab users, a web based survey was conducted. A Structural Equation 
Modeling (SEM) technique is used to explore the relationship between service quality 
constructs and overall satisfaction of cab services. The results show significant effect of service 
quality on customer's satisfaction with online cab services. 24/7 cab availability and Safety 
inside cab are the two most important factors considered by customers along with waiting time 
for cab arrival and travel time. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Transport is considered as very important element that try to connect different communities 
with different factors that facilitates socio-economic development. It is the mode by which 
urban and rural communities access to different facilities like recreational, jobs, healthcare etc. 
According to World Bank (2017), passenger traffic will increase by 50% to exceed 80 trillion 
passenger kilometers by 2030 compared to 2015 and additional 1.2 billion cars will be on the 
road(Mensah et al., 2018). The constant growth in the number of private vehicles travelling on 
urban roads causes congestion, traffic jams, pollution noise etc.(Alonso et al., 2018). Due to 
rapid growth in population and changing the lifestyle of the people and their progress, people 
choose luxuries well-being and their transportation needs has been sustained on the safety, 
speed and convenience of while travelling (Velmurugan et al., 2019). 

Taxi (cab) has covered the gap between private and public transport in time. Public 
transport like bus metro etc. are mostly associated with the government where all operation, 
fixed routes, schedules are important aspects. When it comes to cab services, it ensures privacy 
and comfort more than public transport. Taxi has more flexibility than a bus by providing door 
to door services (Shaaban & Kim, 2016). Cab or taxi may not be a sustainable mode of transport 
but it has its own advantages to people. People generally go for taxi because it offers desirable 
comfort and flexibility and privacy. It also helps to avoid problem like parking issues, parasitic 
traffic (Alonso et al., 2018). 

Over the past few years, the radio taxi (online taxi) concept has made travel simple, 
secure and convenient in India (Sharma & Das, 2017). The online cab booking is just a matter 
of few clicks on smartphone you cab book a cab and it will arrive at your desired location to 
help you to reach with hassle-free in travel. The online cab market has grown by 30% in last 
one year with monthly booking crossing 65 million (redseer.com 2018). Particular cab 
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